
Oxford
New from theBicentennial Essays on the Bill ofRights series under
the General editorship ofKennit L.Hall

American I~egal History:
Cases and Materials
KERMIT L. HALL, WILLIAM M. WIECEK, and PAUL FINKELMAN
This comprehensive text provides well over 170 important documents that integrate the
history ofpublic and private law from America's colonial origins tothe present. Intro
ductions and explanations tie legal developments to broader historical themes and
provide the social and political context essential toan understanding ofthe history oflaw
in America.
1991 624 pp. paper $18.95 cloth $49.95
Teacher's manual 1991 98 pp. paper gratis

The Cycle of Juvenile Justice
THOMAS 1. BERNARD
"Aprovocative contribution tothe analysis ofjuvenilejustice, past and present. ...Deserves
serious consideration asarequired text for courses injuvenile delinquency, youth crime,
and juvenile justice."-Kathleen 1. Block, University ofBaltimore
January 1992 256 pp.; 15 illus. paper $12.95 cloth $29.95

Fair Trial: Rights of the
Accused in American History
DAVID J.BODENHAMER
The only comprehensive survey of rights of the accused in American history, this
readable new text integrates legal, social, and political history, focusing on the
defendant's rights in theory and practice, and tracing developments inlocal and state
courts aswell asinthe United States Supreme Court.
1991 192 pp. paper $9.95 cloth $24.95

The Guardian of Every Other Right:
A Constitutional History of
Property Rights
JAMES W. ELY, Jr.
"Greatly clarifies the pivotal place of private property in the American system....Ely
illuminates two recurring issues ofgreat importance: the constitutional limits on gov
ernment regulation of property and the complex relationship between property own
ership and individualliberty."-Nonnan Dorsen, New York University School ofLaw
September 1991 224 pp. paper $9.95 cloth $32.50

The Shaping of the First Amendment:
1791 to the Present
PAUL L. MURPHY
"Anyone seeking an informed, concise and balanced history offree speech inthe United
States need look no further....Reader[s] will particularly appreciate the book's clarity
and good sense."-Norman Dorsen, New York University School ofLaw
1991 192 pp. paper $9.95 cloth $32.50

Prices and publication dates are subject tochange.
To request an examination copy, write on school letterhead

giving full course information, including
course name, level, expected enrollment, and your decision deadline, to:

Oxford University Press
ATTN: College Sales Coordinator

200 Madison Avenue • New York, NY 10016
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Austin Sarat and
Thomas R. Kearns, Editors

The Fate ofLaw
" . . . important perspectives on critical
trends in legal scholarship. II

-Martha Fineman, University of
Wisconsin Law School

cloth $32.50

Nancy Maveety

Representation
Rights and the
Burger Years
1/ • • • a rich source of insights into the
actual on-the-ground struggle over
effective political representation."
-Jonathan Simon, University of
Michigan

cloth $34.50

Glen o. Robinson

American
Bureaucracy
Public Choice and Public Law
A critical synthesis of social theory
about government, bureaucracy, and
law.

cloth $39.50

The\ Fa··.··.··te: : I. ' ; , : :: : .

of La..swur i, ·,,·i:

.-\.llstinSaut and
Thomas R Kearns, Editors

Welsh S. White

The Death
Penalty in the
Nineties
An Examination of the
Modern System of Capital
Punishment
A provocative and up-to-date examina
tion of legal changes and shifting
attitudes surrounding capital punish
ment.

cloth $34.50 / paper $17.95

lID THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN PRESS
~ Dept OS Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106-1104
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The
Alchemy
of Race
and Rights
Patricio J. Williams

"Patricia Williams unfolds her analysis of
racism and law in the United Statesthrough
experiential accounts so pellucid and vivid,
by turns so inevitable and so surprising,
that you are deep in rich literary ailusions
and complex social insights, sophisticated
legal theories and sharp case discussions,
before you know what hit you ... She ac
complishes the near impossible: simulta
neous depth and engagement in law and
world."

-Catharine A. MacKinnon

"The Alchemyof Raceand Rights isamong
the most brilliant, timely, and significant
books I have ever read."

-Barbara Johnson
$24.95 cloth

Harvarcl--Un~ PreSs
79 Garden Street, Cambridge, MA 021 38
(617) 495-2480

Disputing the Dead
u.s. Law on Aboriginal Remains

and Grave Goods

H. Marcus Price, III
"This volume . . . will soon be the 'bible' for a new era of
relationships with Native Americans, as well as a 'handbook'
which will be indispensable for each stateand institution in
volved.... Itcould only havebeenwritten by a personversed
in both the law and culture of the United States. Dr. Marcus
Price isalready well known,butthisvolumewill makehimthe
leader in a new field."-Fred Eggan, author of The American
Indian: Perspectives for the Study ofSocial Change
152pages, $37.50

University of Missouri Press
2910 LeMoneBlvd.. Columbia,MO 65201 • 1-800-828-1894
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International Journal for the Semiotics of Law

Revue Internationale de Semiotique Juridique

Published on behalf of the International Association for the Semiotics of Law

EditortRedacteur en chef: Eric Landowski,
F.N.S.P., 10 rue de la Chaise, 75007 Paris

Principal articles in Vol. III [1990]

No.7: C.E. Alchouron et A.A. Martino, Logiquesans verite;
J. Wroblewski, Semanticsand Pragmaticsof Normative
Qualification Statements; P. J. van den Hoven, Clear Cases:
Do They Exist?

No.8: P. Riceeur, BetweenHermeneutics and Semiotics;
G. Kalinowski, antic and Deontic;I. Fontanille, Les lois
hittites: du recit au code; R. Kevelson, TomPaine's Rights
of Man:An Aesthetic-Anarchic Dimension of Legal Semiotics;
Y. Hachamovitch, One Law on the Other; D. Bertrand,
Sanctionde la croyancedans Ieproces de sorcellerie.

No.9: W. J. Witteveen, The RhetoricalLaboursof Hercules;
W.T. Scott, Candour, Euphemism and the Professional-Client
Relationship; A. Garapon, Penser Iedroit sans Ie social;
J. R. Lindgren, The Consequences of a PragmaticTurn for
Semiotics; B. S. Jackson, The "AutonomyThesis" and the
"PragmaticTurn":A Responseto Ralph Lindgren.

ISSN 0952-8059

Individual Subscription £25.00 via
membership ofIASL; institutional
subscriptions via usual agents. Further
information available from thepublisher.
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Edited by Harold E. Pepinsky and Richard QUinney

"An exceedingly important collection. The quality of the writing and
the selection of materials is outstanding and will mark a new beginning
for a generation of forward-looking criminologists."

-William J. Chambliss

Traditionally, "the criminal element" is the enemy, and criminology a
military science. These essays propose peacemaking as en effective
alternative to the "war" on crime. They range from studies of the intel
lectual roots of the peacemaking tradition to concrete examples of
peacemaking in the community. cloth $39.95 • paper $17.50

THE GEOMETRY OF VIOLENCE
AND DEMOCRACY

By Harold E. Pepinsky
A revolutionary approach to criminology that integrates it into the
larger field of peace studies. Pepinsky concludes that crime and
punishment are synonymous forms of a larger violence, which rises and
falls as systems of power are concentrated and dissipated. The only
path away from crime and violence is democratic interaction, the
antithesis of violence. Pepinsky applies his theory to questions of how
to make policing effective and how to raise children to lead a society
toward peace and away from crime. cloth $24.95

LEGAL THEORY, POLITICAL
THEORY, AND DECONSTRUCTION

Against Rhadamanthus
By Matthew H. Kramer

"The book evidences a vast and deep knowledge of many diverse
intellectual traditions ... breathtaking in its scope." -Robin West

Kramer provides a deconstructionist reading of four major jurispruden
tial traditions: analytical Marxism, liberal legalism, a conservative view
of the nature of law, and the critical legal studies movement itself.

Cloth $35.00

INDIANA University Press----
Tenth and Morton Streets • Bloomington, IN 47405 • Orders 1-800-842-6796
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CALL FOR NOMINATIONS FOR 1992
STUDENT AWARDS

The Law and Society Association is seeking nominations
for its Student Awards, which will be presented at the Assoc
iation's Annual Meeting in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, in May
1992. Awards will be offered to those whose nominated paper
best represents outstanding law and society research in each of
three categories: undergraduate papers; graduate/law student
papers -- not dissertation chapter; and graduate student papers 
- dissertation chapter. The awards are $100 cash and travel
subsidy up to $400 for expenses to attend the annual meeting.
Nominations can be made only by a non-student member of the
Law and Society Association and through the submission of the
recommended student paper to the Committee on Student
Awards.

The subject matter and methodology of recommended
papers should be in the interdisciplinary tradition of law and
society research, and should reflect the style and articles that
appear in the Law & Society Review. All papers entered in the
competition should be written by matriculated students at any
(U.S. or non-U.S.) institution of higher education between
September 1990 and January 1992. Submissions will be evaluat
ed within each category.

Send 6 copies of the recommended student paper before
January 26, 1992 to:

Steve Penrod
Department of Psychology
220 19th Ave. South
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, MN 55455
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Thefirst volume in The Yale Contemporary Law Series-a new
.series designed to presentcontemporary and controversial legal
subjects to lawyers, students, and the general public

Interpreting the Constitution
The Supreme Courtand the Process ofAdjudication
Harry H. Wellington
A prominent legal scholar takes a
frank and provocative look at
how the u.s. Supreme Court
works as a dynamic and respon
sive key to our enduring democ
racy, in particular showing how it
has addressed one of the most
controversial political and judicial
issues of our time-abortion.

"Here is a constitutional-law
lesson as accessible as any now
on the bookshelves....Wellington
grapples with many of the issues
that arouse controversy in
Congress and in the streets."
-Herbert Mitgang, TheNew
YorkTimes

"A thoroughly engaging book."-Gerhard Casper $22.50

Affirmative Action
and Justice
A Philosophical
and Constitutional Inquiry

Michel Rosenfeld

A comprehensive discussion of
both the interpretive and critical
issues central to the constitu
tionality of affirmative action
programs. Rosenfeld elaborates
a new theory that strongly de
fends the justice of affirmative
action from the standpoint of
both philosophy and constitu
tionallaw. "A major work."
David A.J. Richards $30.00

YaleUniversity Press
Dept. 619,92A Yale Station
New Haven, CT 06520

Now available in paperback

Belonging
to America
EqualCitizenship
and the Constitution

Kenneth L. Karst

In this lively and original book, a
leading constitutional law
scholar explores the contribu
tions of law to the definition of
America's national community.

"Karst's uncommonly absorbing,
indeed moving, book stirs reex
amination of one's basic prem
ises."-Gerald Gunther

Winner ofa 1990American Bar
Association Certificate of Merit
$15·95
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NOMINATIONS SOUGHT FOR
1992 J. WILLARD HURST PRIZE

The Hurst Prize Committee of the Law and Society
Association seeks nominations and suggestions for works
appropriate for the 1992prize. The Hurst prize is given for the
best work in American legal history published between January
1990 and December 1991. In the spirit of Willard Hurst's own
work, the field of legal history is broadly defined to include the
history of interrelationships between law and social, economic,
and political change; the history of functions and impact of legal
agencies, legislative and administrative as well as judicial; and
the history of the legal profession. Although the prize is for
American legal history, significant comparative work that sheds
light on American history will also be considered. The submis
sion of purely doctrinal studies of the evolution of appellate
case law is, however, discouraged. Preference in making the
award will normally be given to books; but articles and mono
graphs of exceptional quality will also be considered. Nomina
tions should be received by December 1st, 1991.

The committee to select the 1992 recipient of the award
is Hendrik Hartog [chair], Michael Grossberg, Case Western
University; and Mary Dudziak, University of Iowa.

Recommendations and/or books suggested for the com
mittee's consideration should be sent to:

Hendrik Hartog, Hurst Prize Committee Chair
University of Wisconsin
School of Law
Madison, WI 53706

The award will be presented at the 1992Annual Meeting
of the Association in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
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~
Let's Make a Deal
Understanding the Negotiation Process
in Ordinary Litigation

,.. Herbert M. Kritzer

Has "Equal justice under the law" given way to "Let's

make a deal"? Nearly 90% of American civil cases

are settled out of court. Analyzing findings from the

Civil Litigation Research Project, begun in 1979 and

sponsored by the u.s. Department of Justice,

Herbert M. Kritzer examines the economics of

bargaining, for both lawyers and their clients, and the

extent to which litigation is governed by monetary

concerns. His brilliant insights into the divergent

interests of attorneys and clients go far toward

assessing many of the standard economic theories

of litigation and bargaining.

Paper $12.95 Cloth $37.50

New in paperback

Law and the Shaping of
Public Education, 1785-1954
David Tyack, Thomas James, & Aaron Benavot

"The authors explore the relationship between law

and public education from several nontraditional

perspectives. They employ case studies, such as

the compulsory public education system in Oregon in

1922, and a quantitative analysis of appellate deci

sions in public education. Overall, they pursue two

themes: the use of constitutional and statutory law to

build standardized state school systems, and the

tension of majority rule and minority rights in educa

tion law."-Harvard Law Review

Paper $12.95 Cloth $25.00

Wisconsin
The University of Wisconsin Press

114 N. Murray St. • Madison WI 53715
VISA & MasterCard orders, call (608)262-2994
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NOMINATIONS SOUGHT FOR
1992 HARRY KALVEN PRIZE

The Harry Kalven Prize is awarded by the Law and
Society Association for "empirical scholarship that has contribut
ed most effectively to the advancement of research in law and
society." It is not a book prize, but is given in recognition of a
body of scholarly work. Neither is it a "career achievement"
award, however, and at least some portion of the work for
which the award is given should have been completed within
the past few years.

The committee to select the 1992 recipient of the award
is June Starr [chair] State University of New York, Stony
Brook; John Hagan, University of Toronto; and Stewart
Macaulay, University of Wisconsin, Madison.

Nominations of candidates or suggestions for the com
mittee's consideration should be sent to:

June Starr
Kalven Prize Committee Chair
69 Park Boulevard
Palo Alto, CA 94306

Documentation concerning the significance and contribu
tions of the research, including citations to publications, will
assist the committee in its consideration of candidates. Nomina
tions should be received by December 1st, 1991. The award will
be presented at the 1992 Annual Meeting of the Association in
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
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LAW AND SOCIETY ASSOCIATION 

OFFICERS 

PRESIDENT: Richard L. Abel, Law, University of California, Los Angeles 

PRESIDENT-ELECT: Joel Handler, Law, University of California, Los Angeles 

IMMEDIATE PAST PRESIDENT: Felice J. Levine, Law and Social Science, National 
Science Foundation 

SECRETARY: Tom Tyler, Psychology/Political Science, Northwestern University/ 
American Bar Foundation 

TREASURER: Susan Silbey, Sociology, Wellesley College 

EDITORS: Law & Society Review: Shari Diamond, Psychology, University of Illinois, 
Chicago; Book Review; Joseph Sanders, Law, University of Houston 

EXECUTIVE OFFICER: Ronald M. Pipkin, Legal Studies, University of 
Massachusetts-Amherst 

Class of 
1991 

Class of 
1992 

Class of 
1993 

Ex Officio 
Trustee 

BOARD OF TRUSTEES 

Kathleen Daly, Sociology, Yale University 
Yves Dezalay, Sociology, Centre National de la Recherche 
Scientifique, Paris 
Valerie P. Hans, Criminal Justice/Psychology, University of 
Delaware 
Darnell F. Hawkins, Black Studies, University of Illinois-Chicago 
Susan M. Olson, Political Science, University of Utah 
June Starr, Anthropology, State University of New York-Stony 
Brook 
David M. Trubek, Law, University of Wisconsin-Madison 
Robin L. West, Law, University of Maryland 

David C. Baldus, Law, University of Iowa 
Malcolm Feeley, Law/Political Science, University of California, 
Berkeley 
Richard Lempert, Law/Sociology, University of Michigan 
Mari Matsuda, Law, University of Hawaii 
Nancy Reichman, Sociology, University of Denver 
Judith Resnik, Law, University of Southern California 
Susan Shapiro, Sociology, American Bar Foundation 
Joyce Sterling, Sociology, University of Denver 

John Brigham, Political Science, University of 
Massachusetts-Amherst 
Kimberle Crenshaw, Law, University of California, Los Angeles 
William L. F. Felstiner, Law/Political Science, American Bar 
Foundation 
Lawrence Friedman, Law, Stanford University 
James L. Gibson, Political Science, University of Houston 
Christine B. Harrington, Political Science, New York University 
Kim Lane Scheppele, Political Science, University of Michigan 
Lenore J. Weitzman, Sociology, Harvard University 

Immediate Past Editor: 
Robert Kidder, Sociology, Temple University 

Past Presidents: 
Harry Ball, Sociology, University of Hawaii 
Lawrence M. Friedman, Law, Stanford University 
Marc Galanter, Law, University of Wisconsin-Madison 
Herbert Jacob, Political Science, Northwestern University 
Charles D. Kelso, McGeorge School of Law, University of the Pacific 
Samuel Krislov, Political Science, University of Minnesota 
Stewart Macaulay, Law, University of Wisconsin-Madisonn 
Victor G. Rosenblum, Law, Northwestern University 
Richard D. Schwartz, Law, Syracuse University 
Robert B. Yegge, Law, University of Denver 
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